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ABSTRACT
Recent studies have shown the effectiveness of using Ma-
chine Learning (ML) to perform Sound Source Localiza-
tion (SSL) tasks. However, most of this research has been
primarily aimed at performing SSL in the azimuthal plane
only. While the Interaural Cues which allow us to perceive
azimuthal source location are well researched, cues which
allow us to determine elevation location are understood to
a lesser degree. It is generally regarded that spectral cues
resulting from reflections of sound from the head, shoulders
and pinnae are responsible for our perception of elevated
sound. In this study we use Machine Learning to determine
the proficiency of a variety of Interaural and Spectral cues
in determining sound source elevation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound Source Localization is a task that is constantly per-
formed by humans to a high level of proficiency. For in-
stance, even in noisy environments we can successfully lo-
cate multiple speakers occurring simultaneously. This is
part of what is known as the cocktail party effect whereby
individuals can selectively choose to listen to one speaker
while ignoring another. Understanding how we perform
SSL in both planes could have applications in Augmented
Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) as well as in communi-
cation devices.

1.1. Interaural Cues

The cues which help us to determine the azimuthal loca-
tion of a source are regarded to be interaural, i.e. relating
to both ears. The most prolific of these cues are Interau-
ral Time Difference (ITD) and Interaural Level Difference
(ILD) [1, 2]. ITD is the difference in time of arrival of a
signal between two ears and ILD is the difference in signal
level [3]. While ITD and ILD are good cues for asserting
azimuthal location they do not provide much information
in determining elevation. This is particularly true towards
the front and back of a listener as ITD and ILD vary only
slightly for different elevations [4]. This can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. Because of this it is important to examine other cues
and their effectiveness at determining sound source eleva-
tion.

The Cross-Correlation Function (CCF) is a measure of
the displacement of one signal relative to the other. Using

Figure 1: The variation of ILD and ITD across different
azimuth and elevation angles. Here elevation is given ac-
cording to the colourbar.

a sliding window the CCF measures the similarity of two
signals as a function of time with a peak in the CCF at the
point (or lag) at which the two signals match. As demon-
strated in [5], CCF provides a rich amount of information
for sound source localization as the variation in the side-
lobes of a CCF vary with source azimuth as well as eleva-
tion.

1.2. Monaural Cues

Elevation detection has been shown to rely on frequency de-
pendent cues such as the reflection of sound waves off the
ears, shoulders and torso [6]. These reflections vary with
elevation and are responsible for spectral peaks and notches
in an individuals Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF).
These spectral changes occur in the frequency range above
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5kHz [7]. Studies in the 1990s [8, 9] showed the feasibil-
ity in estimating elevation from cochlear processed signals.
The processing of sound by the cochlea in the inner ear can
be replicated using Gammatone Filters. Gammatone Filters
separate sound into an array of overlapping frequency bands
similarly to how sound is processed by the cochlea. Using
ML, Youssef et al [2], presented promising results for ele-
vation estimation using Gammatone Filter energies [GFEs].
The energies from these bandpassed signals capture the re-
flections caused by anthropometric features at low and high
frequencies.

Many studies employ Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCCs) when performing ML in audio systems.
They are a feature which perform particularly well for tasks
involving speech. A particular study demonstrates their pro-
ficiency in detecting speech in noisy and reverberant envi-
ronments [10]. However, the potential of MFCCs in source
direction detection has not received significant attention. The
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum is a representation of the short-
term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine
transform of a log power spectrum on a nonlinear mel scale
of frequency. MFCCs are coefficients which collectively
make up the Mel-Frequency Cepstrum.

1.3. Machine Learning and Sound Source Localization

Until recently, localization models were implemented us-
ing Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and lookup-table
based hearing models. One such model presented by Ashby
et al. [11], demonstrated a high level of accuracy in pre-
dicting both the azimuth and elevation of a sound source
using ITD and ILD calculations measured across 4 pairs
of microphones mounted spherically on a neck and torso
simulator. Ma et al. [5], report a high level of accuracy
in determining source azimuth to within 4◦ using a ma-
chine learning based approach. This localization study was
performed using spatialized speech signals corrupted with
noise to increase robustness. Both of the aforementioned
studies incorporated a means of performing head rotation
into their predictions. The purpose of this is to eliminate
front-back confusion. Research presented by Lovedee and
Murphy [12], used Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to pre-
dict source azimuth using Head Related Impulse Responses
(HRIRs). Although this method does not achieve the same
level of accuracy as [5], it does present promising findings
pertaining to the use of DNNs and sound source localiza-
tion.

The research presented in this paper investigates how
ML can be employed to determine sound source elevation
in anechoic and reverberant environments. Section 2 of this
paper describes the methods used to generate the feature
sets used to train our Machine Learning algorithm. The im-
plementation and architecture of our algorithm is also dis-
cussed in this section. Section 3 presents the results of sev-
eral tests performed using different test stimuli and input

feature sets. The results of these tests are discussed in Sec-
tion 4 while Section 5 concludes with remarks on the out-
comes of the study and future applications of this research.

2. METHODS

This study can be broken down into three main compo-
nents; The creation of a database of stimuli, the extraction
of features from these stimuli and the use of these features
in training ML algorithms to detect sound source elevation.
Each of these components are discussed in the proceeding
subsections.

2.1. Stimuli Creation

Speech signals from the TIMIT database [13] were spa-
tialized by convolving them with pairs of HRIRs from the
SADIE database [14]. These HRIRs were measured on a
KEMAR dummy head. Only HRIRs in the front hemisphere
were used to eliminate front-back confusion from the study.
In total, 555 HRIR pairs were used to generate our training
stimuli. These were measured across the front hemisphere
of the listener in increments of 5◦ in the azimuth and from
-70◦ to +70◦ in elevation (in 10◦ increments). As in [5], the
sampling rate used throughout this study was fs = 16kHz.
HRIR signals were resampled to this rate. 5 random speech
samples for each HRIR pair were selected from the TIMIT
training database.

2.2. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction was performed using a signal processing
front end in MATLAB. This process was performed using
hamming windows of length 20ms with an overlap of 10ms.
Values for each feature (ILD, ITD, CCF, MFCCs and GFEs)
were then measured at each window.

ILD was measured using the full bandwidth signal such
that,

ILD = 20log10(El/Er) (1)

where El and Er are the root mean square values of the
signals in the left and right ears.

The Cross-Correlation Function between two signals can
be calculated as follows,

CCFxlxr
=

N−1∑
n=0

xl(n)xr(n− k) (2)

where xl and xr are the left and right signals, N is the
length of both signals and k is the delay evaluated for each
point along the length of the signals. Each CCF used in this
system was evaluated for a lag range of ±1ms from the cen-
tre point of lag value zero. As the sampling rate used in
this study is 16kHz, this resulted in a 33 dimensional vector
for each CCF. After calculating CCF, the ITD was calcu-
lated simply as the lag value at the peak of the CCF. This is
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Input Layer, Input Length = ’z’
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Output Layer, 1 Node, Activation = ’Linear’

Figure 2: The architecture of the elevation estimating Neu-
ral Network.

recognised as the difference in path length travelled by the
signal arriving at both ears.

Gammatone Filter Energies (GFEs) and MFCCs are fre-
quency dependent cues. A bank of 20 overlapping Gam-
matone Filters were used to analyse the binaural signals.
These filters had centre frequencies uniformly placed along
the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale between
80Hz and 8kHz. Due to the low sampling rate, higher fre-
quencies could not be analysed. The energy of each band is
computed individually for each ear by calculating the RMS
value of the signal. A resulting vector of length 40 is gen-
erated. 13 MFCC values are calculated similarly for each
signal resulting in a total of 26 MFCCs.

2.3. Machine Learning

Table 1: Input vector length for each set of features exam-
ined.

Feature Set Input Length, ’z’
ITD 1
ILD 1
CCF 33
GFEs 40

MFCCs 26

Machine learning algorithms were designed to map each
feature or combination of features to elevation angle. These
algorithms were implemented using Keras as a high-level
API to run a Tensorflow backend [15] [16]. A feedforward
architecture was implemented, the topology of which con-
nects the outputs in each layer to each node in the subse-
quent layer. The network consisted of an input layer, 5 hid-
den layers and an output layer as can be seen in Figure 2.
The number of nodes in the input layer varied depending on
the feature set being examined as shown in Table 1. Each
feature was trained and tested separately to determine their
effectiveness in predicting elevation. The first hidden layer
contained 128 hidden nodes while the others consisted of

360 nodes. The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation
function was used in each Hidden Layer. The output layer
used a Linear activation function which uses regression to
estimate the approximate elevation angle of the input fea-
ture set.

Each network was trained for a maximum of 250 epochs.
A callback function was included to terminate training if the
loss of the model showed no significant decrease over a pe-
riod of 16 epochs. Mini-batches of size 60 were used to
train the network. The Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
optimizer was used in training. Its learning rate was set to
8e−6.

After training, our results are measured on the algo-
rithms performance across 4 separate environments; each
of which consists of unseen speech samples taken from the
TIMIT Testing database [13]. In the anechoic environment
these speech samples are simply spatialized in the same way
as the training stimuli. For the 3 reverberant environments,
additional reverb is added to the testing stimuli using Room
Impulse Responses (RIRs) from the OpenAir Impulse Re-
sponse library [17]. These RIRs are captured in real world
environments, details of which can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Binaural Room Impulses.
Description Excitation Signal RT60

A Living Room Sine Sweep 0.2s
B Church Balloon Pop 0.53s
C Mine Shaft Sine Sweep 0.71s

3. RESULTS

Performance is measured under 3 headings, percentage of
test stimuli correctly classified to within 5◦ of the actual
elevation, those correctly classified to within 10◦, and the
Mean Square Error (MSE) of all the testing classifications.
The results achieved by our NN in localizing sound source
elevation in both anechoic and reverberant environments can
be seen in Table 3. Multiple features were trained to deter-
mine how each feature contributed towards elevation detec-
tion. As described in [18], the just noticeable differences
(JNDs) in human perception of elevation are greater than
for azimuth which has a JND of approximately 4◦. As such
an accumulative prediction accuracy to within 10◦ is a good
indication of performance by the system.

4. DISCUSSION

As expected, the interaural features ITD and ILD perfromed
no better than random chance in predicting elevation. ILD
did however perform marginally better than ITD indicating
that elevation detection does rely more on frequency depen-
dent cues than on time dependent cues. As noted in [19],
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Table 3: The performance each feature set in predicting sound source elevation in an anechoic environment and 3 separate
reverberant environments.

Features Anechoic Room A Room B Room C
± 5◦ ± 10◦ MSE ± 5◦ ± 10◦ MSE ± 5◦ ± 10◦ MSE ± 5◦ ± 10◦ MSE

ITD 6.7% 13.1% 36.96◦ 6.7% 13.33% 36.88◦ 6.67% 13.33% 36.87◦ 6.67% 13.32% 36.84◦

ILD 7.31% 14.76% 35.5◦ 7.1% 14.46% 35.64◦ 7.2% 14.62% 35.61◦ 7.27% 14.69% 35.57◦

CCF 29.54% 50.36% 16.38◦ 29.88% 50.08% 16.85◦ 29.95% 50.23% 16.77◦ 27.63% 47.3% 18.56◦

GFEs 6.67% 13.33% 37.35◦ 6.67% 13.33% 37.35◦ 6.67% 13.33% 37.35◦ 6.67% 13.33% 37.35◦

MFCCs 96% 99.05% 1.73◦ 91.85% 97.75% 2.26◦ 77.66% 84.41% 10.08◦ 59.85% 71.5% 14.02◦

MFCCs/CCF 96.9% 99.2% 1.59◦ 94.38% 98.28% 2.03◦ 79.42% 84.75% 10.07◦ 62.5% 74.36% 12.97◦

the CCF between two binaural signals proved to be a good
predictor for elevation. This is exhibited by the fact that ap-
proximately 50% of testing stimuli were correctly identified
to less than 10◦ for each of the 4 environments.

Unlike in [2], Gammatone Filter Energies proved to be a
poor indicator of elevation, performing no better than chance.
This may be due to the particular architecture behind the
algorithm although such poor results indicate strongly that
GFEs are fundamentally lacking for this purpose. Another
factor which may have influenced these results is the low
sampling rate which excluded high frequencies above 8kHz
from influencing the performance. MFCCs on the other
hand were by far the strongest predictor of sound source
elevation despite the low sampling rate used in our stimuli.
While the Mean Square Error (MSEs) for predictions using
MFCCs were low, they were improved upon when using a
combination of MFCCs and CCF. The accuracy in predic-
tion decreased consistently along with increased reverbera-
tion time in the testing stimuli. This is an expected result as
reverberation adds ambiguity to the testing stimuli.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of this study show that Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients and the Cross-Correlation Function between a
pair of binaural signals are good indicators of sound source
elevation. Compared to the individual performance of these
features, a combination of the two improves the overall per-
formance of an ML algorithm in predicting elevation . Inter-
aural cues used to predict azimuth location do not generally
perform well at this task. The algorithm designed in this
work could be implemented in the testing of spatial audio
presented over headphones as well as in Augmented Real-
ity (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications. There are
several ways in which this study could be expanded upon.
For instance, additional training stimuli such as music and
noise could be used to further evaluate the cues used in this
study. In addition to this, implementing a virtual means of
performing head-rotation could eliminate front-back confu-
sion and allow for reliable testing across a fully spherical
array of source locations. It is hoped that this algorithm or
one similar to it could be used to predict the source elevation
of real world sounds occurring in real-time.
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